The Happy Potter
Pots2go
Take Away Kit

Childrens hand or foot prints – we always advise using a strong darker colour as
you only get the one chance and this will show up better.
Paint it on with a broad brush so it doesn’t dry and then control the foot or hand by
bring the bisque ware plate to it.
You can Youtube ‘hand and foot’ prints on ceramics – this will bring up a number of
methods for you to try.
I like to paint a base coat on my pot first so if a mistake occurs I can simply just
scratch that out when its dry. Any tool can scrape away from the surface i.e. a
simple kitchen or craft knife will do!
Dealing with Mistakes

- We suggest two types of removal

a: on bare bisqueware we suggest you use a clean wet brush or cotton bud to
remove a splash or smudge and then drying the area before trying to repaint.
b: where the bisque has a painted base coat layer we suggest drying your mistake
and then scratching the paint away!
Scratching with a knife or metal instrument can leave a scraping mark but this will
fire off clean when in the kiln..
When finished allow your work to dry thoroughly before handling again.
Leave for at least 24 hours and then wrap them up to protect them.
Don’t forget we want to recycle the paint pots and kit brushes
Then you need to book a Drop off time with us so we can fire them ready for you to
Pick up your fired pots.

Remember

Please return the paint tubs and brushes included in the
basic kit as we can re-use & recycle these items.
This helps keep costs to you and us down.
They will be thoroughly disinfected before re-use.
NB. The brush in the kit is quite small . You may have larger brushes at home but remember they need to
be soft. We do sell other larger brushes on our web site in packs or individually.
All pots are to be paid for before they leave us, if you have purchased online this will have
been done - if you have arranged to view in the shop we will accept card payments only as
we cannot accept cash at this time.
Please be aware that we cannot be not responsible for any breakages after your pots
leave our shop, so please handle with care before you return them back to us.
Please book a return time because if we don’t have any bookings we may not turn up to
work!
Collection, Drop Off & Pick Up times are twice a week:

For a WEDNESDAY 3pm -6pm collection you must book before 11am on Sunday

For a SUNDAY 12am - 3pm collection you must book before 3pm on Wednesday
Contact us via Email : space4craft@yahoo.com or
Text or Phone : 07950 557225
Please note WEEKENDS ONLY IN TIER 3 LOCKDOWN RESTRICTIONS 11am—2pm

Warning!
Please do not use anything other than the underglaze we give you to paint
with as we will be unable to fire your item in the kiln for you due to the
noxious fumes that they give off.

Collection, Drop Off and Pick Up times are currently at Weekends Only
Sat & Sun 11am to 2pm

Before you start :

If we have no Click & Collect bookings for our Take out Service we may not
be at work so please do not leave it to chance

(this removes dust and salts from the bisque firing process and any other possible
grease marks (remember too to make sure your own fingers aren’t greasy as this
can react with the underglaze and cause a resist)

*We make sure that we follow strict hand hygiene when packing your pots
ready for collection. and the booking system is to help us meet the quarantine
times for handled items.
Our Click and Collect service will continue to operate during and
beyond the Covid 19 pandemic. We will only resume Pot painting in our
studio when Government restrictions allow us to do so. We have been
deemed Covid secure and so will post painting slots on our website as soon
as we can.

If you are painting a base coat (don’t use a dark colour for a base coat as
your other colours will not show up well )
first apply a small amount of water to a little of you chosen base colour to help give
it an even coverage and then paint your other layers on—remember to allow each
coat to dry in between as the glaze will not stick to a wet surface!
This method is ideal if you are doing intricate work as any mistakes can
easily be scraped away carefully.

Wipe your pot with a barely damp NOT wet sponge.

 Always start with a light colour first – so if you make a mistake it’s easy to
cover over with a darker colour!

Hints and tips for painting your Pot
If you are not confident with a paint brush you can use a pencil to draw your design
onto your pot before you begin.

Please note : this will burn off in the kiln but due to the wax content in the graphite it
can occasionally cause a resist with our underglazes and affect the final outcome.
To reduce the risk of this please do not try to rub out your pencil lines as this spreads
the wax further.
Colour Mixing
 As it is a Take-out Service: we’ve given you the primary colours: red, yellow
and blue from which any other colour can be made
(When we pack your kit we estimate the amount you need according to the surface
area of the bisque ware chosen plus additional for mixing).
 Look at the colour wheel and decide which colours you’d like to use
 You only need a PEA size amount of underglaze unless you are painting a
base coat or large area.
When Mixing colours – always add the smallest amounts of a darker colour gradually
as small amounts of dark colours go a long way. You can swap colours from your
basic set eg if you know you do not need Red you can ask us to swap it for any other
colour from our colour wheel.

The Colour Wheel

 If you don’t want your brush marks to show then you need to be doing at
least 3 layers to get a solid looking colour with darker colours it can sometimes
take 4 coats – you can use a hair dryer to help you achieve this more quickly.
Don't use the hair dryer on your final coat - allow it to dry naturally.


Don’t try to use a thick coat instead of 3 thinner coats as this can lead to
blistering and separation occurring during the firing process.



Use a large brush for a large area and small brush for a small area.

 For really young children who want to enjoy the experience too, we suggest
you reduce their painting palette colours to what we call analgous colours –
(colours that sit next to each other on the colour wheel). e.g. Red Orange and Yellow or Blue Green & Yellow etc)
 If you use your own STICKERS please tell us as these need removing before firing as they can cause noxious fumes to escape from the kiln. Remember
stickers must go onto the white pot as they will not stick to a painted area.



For Dots: large dots – use your finger tips
Small dots- use the opposite end of your brush dipped into glaze

For basic colour mixing :
Red + Blue = Purple
Blue + Yellow = Green
Yellow + Red = Orange

Our underglaze colours

Additional Colours
If you would like additional
colours these are charged at
50p per pot.
Colours are numbered as
shown on the right.

